
SHOT PUT  
All our athletes from U7 and up can do the Shot Put. At GUNLAC meets, we 
have two areas for Shot Put. 

•Junior throws area at the TOP OVAL
•Senior throws area to the right of the round track.

Junior throws areas are for Under 7, 8 and 9 athletes. Senior throws (three 
shot put circles and two discus cages are for Under 10 and older.

SELECTING THE SHOT PUT WEIGHT
In Little Athletics, each age group has a designated shot put weight (which 

increases with age). At each throws area there is a guide for officials listing the weights for each age. 

MAKE SURE YOU ARE USING THE CORRECT WEIGHT FOR YOUR AGE - THIS ENSURES FAIR 
RESULTS ACROSS ALL GROUPS.  

UNDER 7 BOYS AND GIRLS 1KG SHOT PUT (BLUE)

UNDER 8 BOYS AND GIRLS 1.5KG SHOT PUT (YELLOW OR METALLIC GOLD)

UNDER 9 - UNDER 12 BOYS AND GIRLS, 2KG SHOT PUT (ORANGE)

UNDER 13 BOYS
UNDER 13 - UNDER 17 GIRLS

3KG SHOT PUT (WHITE)

UNDER 14 - UNDER 15 BOYS 4KG SHOT PUT (RED)

UNDER 16 and 17 BOYS 5KG SHOT PUT (GREEN)

SHOT PUT TECHNIQUE
Athletes should enter and leave from the back of the circle.
Starting Position - stand side on, feet shoulder width apart.
Grip - sit the shot at the base of the fingers (not in the palm or in the fingertips). The thumb and little 
finger rest around the sides of the shot and the three middle fingers are at the back. Sit the shot in the 
curve of the neck just behind or on the upper part of the jaw (not on the cheek or ear).
Putting the shot - keep the elbow up as the shot is pushed. Athletes should finish with their thumb 
pointing down and palm facing out. 

MARKING THROWS
Mark the point where the shot landed with numbered marker (each athlete has different number); only 
move if subsequent attempt lands a greater distance from the throwing circle. 

MEASURING THROWS 
Measuring must be from the nearest edge of the landing mark of the shot to the inside edge of the stop 
board. The zero end of the tape goes out to where the shot lands. The tape needs to be pulled directly 
back through the centre of the circle whilst measurement is taken.

FOUL THROWS
A foul throw is recorded if the shot lands on or outside the marked sector lines; if the hand drops away 
from the neck during the putting action; if the shot is thrown like a ball; if any part of the athletes body 
touches the top (not the inside edge) of the stop board; if any part of the athlete’s body touches the 


